This is the eBook version of the printed book. The PHR Exam Prep, Second Edition is the most comprehensive and up to date book on the market. Unlike other books that teach to both the SPHR and PHR exams, this book is focused on just the PHR exam, providing targeted training. Exam objectives are thoroughly detailed, providing you with precisely the information you need to know to score higher on your exams. The book features the Exam Prep Proven Method of Study which includes Exam Alerts, tips, notes, sidebars, hundreds of PHR practice questions, relevant exercises, review breaks, a glossary, objective reference sheet, a practice exam CD, and a full practice exam in the book. Psychological and emotional support for approaching this critical exam is offered throughout the book to help mentally prepare PHR candidates for taking the test. The book helps PHR candidates assess their exam readiness with practice exam questions along with helping candidates develop effective study habits tailored for PHR exam preparation. As an HR professor, the author has unique and time-tested methods that help candidates make effective use of their time and preferred learning styles. This book serves as the perfect complement to the larger and very deep PHR training courses that exist today. This second edition of the PHR Exam Prep provides direct support for PHR candidates, and is updated to match recent exam changes for the most comprehensive and focused preparation tool on the market.
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